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Chapter I - Introduction and general discussion

l- Introduction

Members carrying direct axial load which causes compressive stresses of such
magnitude that these stresses largely control the design ofthe members are classified as.COLUMNS".

- columns are armost subjected to bending moments as wefl as to axial loads. Because
ofthe nature ofthe material, concrcte column are relatively short. Longitudinal bars are added
to assist in supporting the axial load, also main hoops (ties) and spirals serve the same purpose
or at least enable the concrete and main bars to work more effectively. Sometime structural
steel sections are considered as a sort ofreinforcement.

Columns need not to be vertical, but to avoid confusion
them to be so.

it will be advisable to consider

Columls may have different shapes oftheir cross sections; they may be square,
rectangular, octagonal or oth€r shapes depending on the architectural requiiement.
Some ofthese cross sections are shown in fig (l).
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Fig (1): shapes ofcolumn cross sectton



2- Types of column

Concrete compression member whose unsupported length is more than three tlmes the
least dimension ofthe cross section are classified as columns, such member should not built
without reinforcement of some types.

There are four t)?es ofteinforced concrcte columns used in constuclion, namely:
1- Columns reinforced with longitudinal steel and lateral ties.
2- Columns reinforced with longitudinal steel and closely spaced spirals.
3- Composite columns in which structural steel is thoroughly encased in concrete that is

reinforced with longitudinal bars and spirals.
4- Combination columns in which a structural steel column is wrapped with wire and

encased in at least 2 1/ i\ches of concrcte over all metal.
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3- Classification according to the type ofloading

^ 
The column, which canies a purely axial load, is termed as concentrically loaded columns.

Such an ideal column is rarery encountered in practice. The columns in indu;triai;uildings
are not only subjected to high compression but also to bending and shear forces.
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Fig (3): Types ofloading

Ifa column carries an axial load and bending moment about either the x_ or y_ axis
only, it is classified as a uniaxially loaded column. The peripheral columns located on the
sides ofa building are ofthis category.
A column subjected to an axiar road arong with moments about both axes is lermed as a
braxrat eccentrically Ioaded column e.g. comer columns ofbuilding carry axial loads along
with moments about the x-and y-axes.
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4- Unsupported length of column

The stength ofcompression members ofany material dep€nded not only on the ultimate
compressive strenglh ofthe members. Members which are very slender that is long in relation
to their least cross-sectional dimension fail by buckling rather than by direct crushing of
material, their strength therefore decreases with increasing slendemess ratio ftl / r) or (l / b),
where: I = unsupported length, b = least dimension ofthe column cross section. It,s customary
in specifications to establish a limiting ratio for (l /b) above which this lost ofstrength must be
considered.

Columns whose (l /b) relative is smaller than the limit are known as ,,short columns _.

on the base ofextensive test, the 'AcI 3 rg code "limits a short column to one whose
unsupported length is not greater rhan (10) times its lateral dimension. Columns with (l / b)
larger than (10) are known as ,,long columns,,,

5- ACI 318 Code requirements

Concerning column design here below some ofthe American Concrete Institute Code
(ACI 318) requirements:

l- The longitudinal reinforcement cross_sectional area should be not less than lolo and not
more than 8% ofthe gross area (Ag) ofcolumn section.

2- The longitudinar reinforcement shourd consist of at reast 4 bars in the corumn with
lateral ties, and shoutd consist at least 6 bars in the column with circular ties or spiral.

3- The longitudinal reinforcement bars should hot be less than 16 mm in diamercr.
4- The clear spacing between spirals should not exceed g0 mm and nol less than 25 mm.

where the spiral bars are spliced, the length oflap shourd be not ress than 48 times the
spliced bar diameternor 300 mm

5- Spacing between ties should be the smaller value of:
A- 16 times the longitudinal bars diameter.
B- 48 times the diameter of the ties bar.
C- The least dimension ofthe column cross section.



6- Combined bending and compression

In ordinary construction there are many cases in which members are subiected to a
combination ofbending moment and direct axial loads. generally in reinforc-ed concrete work
the direct load in such combination is a compressive force. Lateral earth pressures which act
upon foundation walls; column to which beams are connected eccenlricaily; frame action
between beams and columns where by the deflections ofthe beams compel the columns to be
bend also because ofthe rigidity ofthe connections; wind Ioads which force the columns ofa
building to bend sidesways, all these are ordinary causes ofthe combined comDresslve and
flexural stresses in rhe members lhat are affecrd by rhem.

Problem involving compression and bending are generally come into one oftwo ctasses:
The first includes those members which have compression upon their entire cross section.
The second covers these which have compression upon part ofthe section and lensron upon
the reminder, the analysis ofthe later situation generally involves considerable calculations.

7- UnsymmetricalReinforcement

Most reinforced concrete
columns are symmelrically
reinforced about the axis of bending.
However, for some cases, such as

the columns ofrigid portal frames in
which the moments are uniaxial and
the eccentricity is large, it is more
economical to use an unsymmetrical
pattem of bars, with most of the bars

on tension side; such columns can

be analyzed by the same strain
compatibility approach. However ,
for an unsymmetrically reinforced column to be loaded concentrically the load musr pass
through a point known as the plastic centroid, the plastic centroid is defined as the point of
application ofthe resultant force for the column cross section (including concrete and sleel

force ) ifcompressed uniformly to the failure strain €N = 0.003 over its entire cross seclion
according to the ACI 318 Code. Eccentricity ofthe applied load must be measured with
respect to the plastic centroid, because only when e = 0 will conespond to axial thrust with no
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moment. The location ofthe plastic centoid for the corumn is the resultant ofthe three
intemal forces to be accounted for. Its disrance:

; 0.85fcbhr/2+, A"f d
z1 = e o't

0.85 f-bh +, A- f
-/ 

-Jry

Clearly, in a symmetrically reinforced cross section, the plastic centroid and the geometnc
center coincide.



Chapter II - Calculation and results

1- Introduction

Previous chapter (I) includes matedal which covers some requirements and specifications
conceming reinforced concrete columns.

^ 
This chapter (rr) includ€s typicar calcurations in addition to the rables and charts resurtsfrom calculations conceming the study in this research.
The procedure that have been carried_out regarding the above_mentioned coculations was

as follows :

A tied concrete column at f"=39 Nf nm2 of a rcaarrytlar cross sectional area of
800x500 mm, reimforced by longitudinal bars of f, = 420 Nlnm, with p = I oZ 

has been
considerd in the beginning ofthe calculations.

Reinforcing bars which have been assumed in the faces ofthe column parallel to the
bending moment axis have been considered in 5 different situations, stu.ting ;iii ,y.."t i""fdistribution i.e 50% on each face and the
and60%o)then(30%and.,o%),(tn/.-;:;;:;ffi fi ::I6tl*T',:1il"ff#il:it#:"
are in one side (tension side only) ofthe column .

Then the same calculations are repeated 4 more times with different values of p which has
been t^ken as 2yo , 4yo ,6Vo and, gVo.

Calculations have been canied out as shown in the typical calculations sheet included inthe study. The results ofthe said calculations have been included in th" f,"""rviJu*"h"a
tables and charts sheets.

rinally at the end ofthis study there is a conclution that summarize the resurts ofthe
study.
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2- Computer Programmed

A computer programmed is developed to obtain the capacities ofeach column usrng
the ACI3l8 M-08 that are considered in this work. This programmed is developed in
Microsoft Office Excel2007 - Microsoft Visual Basic 6.5 Version 1040. The programmed
has been developed for moment magnifier approach for column stability with iectangular
stress block used for sectional analysis.

Aigorittrtr for 6oE.or rargd6crdon approech ,tr.:riicrt p.ocetr$re
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3- Notation

/49 = gross area of concrete section, mm2. For a hollow section, Ag is the area of
the concrete only and does not include the area of the void(sj.

As = area of nonprestressed longitudinal lension reinforcement, mm2
t = overall thickness or height of member, mm

b - width of compression face of memoer, nm
fc = specified compressive strength of concrete, Mpa
fy = specified yield strength of reinforcement, Mpa

fs = calculated tensile stress in reinforcement at service loads, Mpa

/lt = nominal flexural strength at section, N.znm

P, = nominal axialstrength ofcross section, N
pl = ratio of torsional stiffness ofedge beam section to flexuralstiffness ofa width

of slab equal to span length of beam, center-tocenter of supports
p = ratio of As to bd

d = distance from erlreme compression fiber to centroid of longitudinal tension
reinforcement, mm

c = distance from exreme compression fiber to neulral axis, mzn

10



4- Calculations sheet

LX:

A rectangular shape short reinforced concrete column with the followins
dimensions and specifications has been taken as an examole.:
h=800 mm , b=500 mm

fc=30 Nlmm' , f"=420 Nlmm2

solutioni
.4p=+= 8000

= 0.02
500 * 800

f. > 28 then f, = g.65 - 'f, -28' 140
?n-re

a=0.85--\4;" =0.8357

f" = o.s5* fc
fc = 0.85a 30 = 25.5 Nf mm2

dr=40+2+T=64.5 mm

dr= h-d, = 800 - 64.5 = 735.5 mm

V -_ 
AsJrdt + As2frd2 + (Ae - As)f; l%

Arrfr+ Arrf, + (As - Ast)f;

x= 4000* 4204 64.5 + 4000 * 4204 735.5+ (800 * 500-8000)"25.5r800

X=400mm
4000 * 420+ 4000* 420 + (800 * 500 -8000)* 25.5
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Assume c = 80

cc = A* c* b* f; fr00o
Cc = 0.83 57 * 80 * 500 * 25.5/1000 = 852.428 kN

l' =' - *600
c

/,, =q;+!-600=n6.25 N / mm2 < -f, = 420 o.k
80

f.= ist *1s^.- s","'1000'"''

f, = 
4ooo * (l | 6.25 - 25.5\ = 363 kN-' 1000

/", = 
80-#5'5 * 600 = -4916.25 N / mm2 < fy = -42080

''' fsz = -420
4noo

ft = _::::* F420) = _ 1680 kN

p.=Cc+2fs

1 = 116.25 -1680 +852.428 = -464.572 kN

v,=cc*tV -4t+2f *tV -a)

M , = 852.428+ (400 - 
0'835J*80)+363*(400-64.5)-1680,.(400-735.5)

'2
M, = 997 .9024 kN .m

^ P" *lo' -464.572*10r., t,,",, = 
niu* f, = 

s00 -.500 * 30 = -u.urd /

M _ M '* 106 _ 997 ,9024+ t05 
= 0. | 03948'" , s',," - 

b,t h, + fc - gg0l * 50g ,r 39

Now choose another (c) and repeat the same calculation procedure to determin

another magnitude for P. and M,, and so on.
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5- Tables and Charts
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Case 2

-symmetric 
50%

- 
unsymmetri€ 40%
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Case 3

0.5

A
0.4

-symmetric 
5086

-unsymmetric 
40%

- 
Unsymmebica096
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- 
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Case 4
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- 
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Case 5

-sYmmeric 
5096

- 
Unsymmetric 40%

-unsymmdic 
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- 
Unsymm€tric 10t6

- 
unsymmet ic 086,
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6-Conclusion

Studying the results shown in the tables and charts included in this study, it has been
noticed that:

1- In the case of steel ratio P =0.01the rcsistant moment increases as the tensile
steel portion incr€ases.

2- In the case of sbel tutio p = 0.08 the resistant moment also increas€s as the
tensile steel portion increases, but to a certain limit after which the resistant
moment starts decreasing as the tensile steel portion increases.

3- The limits mentioned in item 2 above vary as P ofthe steelvaries.
4- As the unsymmetrical ratio increase, the bending moment rcsistance will increase

in significant values when the axial load is small.
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